A model of the neuro-musculo-skeletal system for human locomotion. II Real-time adaptability under various constraints.
Adaptive gaits of humans were produced as a result of emergent properties of a model based on the neurophysiology of the central pattern generator and the biomechanics of the human musculoskeletal system. We previously proposed a neuromusculoskeletal model for human locomotion, in which movements emerged as a stable limit cycle that was generated through the global entrainment among the neural system, composed of neural oscillators, the musculoskeletal system, and the environment. In the present study, we investigated the adaptability of this model under various types of environmental and task constraints. Using a computer simulation, it was found that walking movements were robust against mechanical perturbations, loads with a mass, and uneven terrain. Moreover, the speed of walking could be controlled by a single parameter which tonically drove the neural oscillators, and the step cycle could be entrained by a rhythmic input to the neural oscillators.